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QUESTION 1

You have developed a MAF application and want to distribute it through public application marketplaces such as the
Apple App Store and Google Play. 

Identify the two essential tasks you must perform before publishing your application. 

A. Update the IDE\\'s JDK to the latest version and repackage your MAF application. 

B. Check if Oracle made a MAF update available. If so, install it and repackage your MAF application to ensure that it
conforms to the latest requirements for the target marketplaces. 

C. Edit the application\\'s deploymentprofiles and set the build mode to debug. This will enable you to troubleshoot the
application remotely on your customer\\'s device. 

D. Avoid updating your MAF version in order to prevent regressions. 

E. Ensure that the settings incvm.propertiesandlogging.propertiesare suitable for a production deployment. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

Service mediation is defined as a(n) _____________. 

A. architecture that mediates between the service consumers and one or more service providers in a manner that
loosely couples location, interface, data, and security 

B. technique that loosely couples programming languages 

C. methodology for mediating between interfaces and concrete instances 

D. product that automatically provides for abstraction between service consumers and service providers 

Correct Answer: B 

https://blogs.oracle.com/jeffdavies/entry/the_myth_of_right_1 

 

QUESTION 3

You are asked to build an adaptive design into an MAF application. The requirement is to show amultipage wizard for an
MAF application functionality when the application runs on a smartphone and a single page layout for the same
functionality when the application runs on a tablet. 

Which two options allow you to implement this use case? 

A. A Feature can have multiple contents (AMX pages, AMX Task Flow, and so on). A content constraint can be defined
on the first content to hide when the application runs on a smartphone and to show when it runs on a tablet. This way,
thefirst content configured for a Feature holds the single page layout, whereas the second (with no constraints defined)
has the multipage wizard function. 
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B. A Feature LifecycleListener class can be created and configured to load AMX content upon application start. In this
case, Java, using the AdfmfContainerUtilities framework helper class, determines the type of device to be smartphone
tablet and switches the content. 

C. Two MAF Features can be created, one for the single page view and the other for the multipage wizard. Constraints
defined on the feature configuration conditionally switch between the two options. 

D. Selecting the Enable Adaptive Design check box in themaf-application.xmlfile visual editor allows you to configure
constraints on the application level that, upon application start, tell the framework which MAF Features to load when the
application is started on a smartphone and which Features to load when the application is started on a tablet. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 4

Which four options can be used to authenticate a MAF application user? 

A. Facebook 

B. SSO 

C. HTTP Basic 

D. Google 

E. Mobile social 

F. O-Auth 

Correct Answer: BCEF 

Mobile applications may require that user credentials be verified against a remote login server(such as the Oracle
Access Manager Identity Server used by Oracle ADF Fusion web applications) or a local credential store that resides on
the user\\'s device. To support local and remote connectivity modes, MAF supports these authentication protocols: 

HTTP Basic Mobile-Social OAuth Web SSO By default, authentication of the mobile application user is against the
remote login server regardless of the authentication protocol chosen at design time. Developers may configure the
application, in the case of Oracle Access Management Mobile and Social (OAMMS) and basic authentication to enable
local authentication. However, initially, because the local credential store is not populated with credentials, login to
access secured application features requires authentication against a remote login server. Successful remote
authentication enables the subsequent use of the local credential store, which houses the user\\'s login credentials from
the authentication server on the device. Thus, after the user is authenticated against the server within the same
application session (that is, within the lifecycle of the application execution), MAF stores this authentication context
locally, allowing it to be used for subsequent authentication attempts. In this case, MAF does not contact the server if
the local authentication context is sufficient to authenticate the user. Although a connection to the authentication server
is required for the initial authentication, continual access to this server is not required for applications using local
authentication. 

 

QUESTION 5

Which three technologies does Oracle Mobile Suite use for data shaping? 

A. XQuery 
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B. XSLT 

C. MFL 

D. MAF 

E. JavaScript Schema 

Correct Answer: ABC 
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